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About This Content

The Portsmouth Direct Line Expansion Pack is a recreation of the 49-mile railway line between Woking and Portsmouth
Harbour via Guildford. Based on the line as it appeared between 2000 and the present day, this expansion pack includes the

Class 450 electric multiple unit (a very familiar sight on the line) and faithful representations of all 16 stations along the route.
The Portsmouth Direct Line runs through busy urban centres, suburbs and rural areas as it makes its way from Woking in Surrey

across the North and South Downs to the historic naval town of Portsmouth on the South Coast.

The line was first begun in 1845, at which time the steep gradients of the Downs between Guildford and Petersfield proved a
struggle for steam traction. Journey times improved with the electrification of the line in 1937, and by the late 2000s the third-

rail 750-volt DC line was served predominantly by Class 444 and Class 450 EMUs. The Class 450 EMU included with the
Portsmouth Direct Line is closely modeled on the real Siemens-built Class 450 ‘Desiro’ units which entered service in 2003, and

features accurate controls and sound effects, plus realistic details including matrix destination displays, independent left and
right door controls and more.

Includes:

Class 450 'Desiro' electric multiple unit (EMU)

Portsmouth Direct Line 49-mile route from Woking to Portsmouth Harbour

Scenarios

10 scenarios for the line:
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 Introduction to Portsmouth Direct Line

 End of Days

 Chop and Change

 Halfway Haslemere

 Hightail to the Harbour

 Holybourne Tanks

 Saturday Shunt

 Petersfield Shuffle

 Southern Rail Tour

 Working to Woking
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train simulator portsmouth direct line london waterloo - portsmouth route add-on. train simulator portsmouth direct line route
add-on

IT's a good time waster. The customization is lacking.. I've gotten a few puzzle games lately that were disappointing, but Anode
wasn't one of them. If this sounds like the kind of thing you'd be interested in, you almost certainly won't be disappointed.

The game is similar to Tetris or Columns and whatnot in that rows of colored blocks fall from the sky, but there are different
mechanics. To match colors you don't just have to get them orthogonally adjacent (left, right, up and down), but diagonally
works too. Matches can twist and turn throughout the board. The major difference, though, is that matches can't be made until a
detonator cell of a certain color connects up. It can be of a certain color to match other colors next to it, or sometimes it's pure
white and acts a wild card that matches any color. When the detonator hits, all the adjacent matching colors explode in a chain
across the board.

There are some other add ons that dilute the process somewhat. There are also connectors that make any color on either side
link up with each other, so if, say. a red detonator is on one side it will match up and explode any color on the other side. The
only problem is it's not always easy to line matching connectors up, and if they land unconnected they are just dead cells until
the adjacent color explodes and takes it with it. Certain long chains of explosions also earn you power ups, so you can remove
the lowest row, erase half of all of a certain color on the screen or randomly turn some cells into a detonator. They're activated
by hitting enter, and usually there's enough stuff moving on screen that I don't have a chance to see what the power ups are. I
just hit enter whenever there is a bunch of power ups collected. When the board is mostly empty that can be a waste though.
These functions could maybe stand to be streamlined in some way, but the only option I've seen is just to turn them off before
the game starts.

All in all, it's certainly worth the money, on sale or not.. If you find yourself here, chances are you already know whether or not
this game is for you. If you like to solve increasingly tricky puzzles to ambient music, then you are certainly in the right place.

This game is fairly intuitive to understand. It introduces concepts one at a time, increasing the difficulty with each new piece
after it does before introducing something new. I had a chance to see this game before, and got to level 45 before stopping to
review.

It works really well if your screen has touch support, even supporting multi-touch on Windows 10 (careful there). While it does
have great controller support, I recommend using mouse/touch to make things a little easier. It might be possible to improve
controller support by holding a "modifier" key (one of the triggers, for example) to change what the directional pad targets when
selecting. Two modifiers with two joysticks should cover all the different types (I think six "categories" would be enough). Even
so, the later stages can get rather busy, so mouse/touch is strongly encouraged.

Overall, SINKR is a wonderful game worth much more than it costs. I strongly recommend picking it up and playing it.
According to the developer it takes roughly an hour to complete. For under a dollar, what's to lose?. i got a sick jacket. Very
good game, as long as the following expansions aren't expensive, I could see myself really sinking time into this.. I may be
wrong but I find the Gold skin too overrated. I bought this for Tiger and Zebra skins. They look sick.. I bought this game
hearing good reviews on one of Silver Cows previous games. I thought to try this out for my first visual novel with such a
calibure of "plot".

Im only 15 minutes in and Im a bit disapointed, The main character doesnt pull me in, in fact The first side character of the
game had more development and intrset than the protagonist himself. There were moments in this short time span that were
kind of..... Well, Questionable. Sense of reasoning, dialouge, intentions ( which are a bit unknown right now), you name it, I
find it questionable. There are also moments where the fourth wall is treated lightly as its often being broken. Like a plate you
accidentaly drop but the pieces you try to pick up keep slipping out of your hands so ypu try to get a dust pan to clean it up,
getting a good amount after a bit but as you bend down to get the rest they all fall out and break again. That how i feel the
protagonist's dialouge goes.

But then again im only 15 minutes in. I have hopes that it could be enjoyable so im keeping an open mind. Maybe the main
charcter will get his Goals straight and the dialouge will fix itself up and the girls' stories could be really interesting.
I'll be back once i finish one of the possible routes with feed back. As for now im going to keep this as a 5\/10 could get better..
Love it! :D
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just tried it out since it was on sale, and i must say so far, it is fun...

very basic, but it only started its early access journey, and i hope that there
is more to come. the core is there, this can be a really nice game when its finished
and i am looking forward to testing new patches that are hopefully coming.

as far as i can see, there are no space battles / ship battles so far... are there
any plans for that? the FTL part would absolutely need that.... Awesome game. And it ain't easy boiz!. Need some fixing,but is
one of the best choice for modern warfare RTS... This Dlc includes Yamcha and Tien as masters, with decent moves. The
moves were already in the game but now you can equip them to your CC (Custom Character) It also adds GT Goku GT Trunks
and Pan. It also adds 3 new PQ'S and 3 new Story Missions. So you may ask, What's the downfall? Well it's only half of the
story, GT Goku can't go Super Sayain 4 in battle, Yamcha sucks, they don't have regular Baby, Vegeta Baby, or any new content
really. 5$ is a fair price, not 10, and I think they should have had the full GT saga story.. Good game, soundtrack, wallpapers,
artbook.. Awesome history lesson for young gamers of today, and a great trip back in time for those of us that lived it:). Hott
damn this is awesome! Always a couple of matches up on EU. Well worth the money.
Pls. add more music like this. :D. i cant even play it because it so bad. CHEEKI BREEKI. You need a game pad to play...
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